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6 7proposal
keyterms:
landform: 
Landform is the humankind’s untouched terrain. It is to me the geological forms being cre-
ated by nature.
landscape:  
Landscape, a part of nature, is a section of rural scenery. It changes, evolves, and shapes by 
force and resistance working over time.
“natural”: 
 Is there anything that is natural anymore? Natural according to the dictionary is not pro-
duced or caused by man.To me natural is a an area, or a place when it hasn’t been altered by human-
kind for a certain time period. e “end product” of the place that has been aected by nature for a 
specic amount of time, to me is considered as natural.
architecture:
In this thesis architecture is understood as man-made, a work of engineering, it is complex 
and considered as the static, permanent element of the “Gesamtkunstwerk”.  Furthermore, it is a care-
fully physically, or conceptually design that evokes humankind to interact with it. We have to become 
part of the architecture to fully unfold the aesthetics of form and the semantic elements.
symbiotic edge:
e symbiotic edge is the threshold that separates the permanent architectural form from the 
solidifying landform.  
landform building:
Landform building is a main concept explained in Stan Allen’s book “landform building”. 
e projects discussed in his book create nature as part of the architectural design and don’t leave the 
natural.
proposal
  The surface of the earth is affected by humans and chang-
ing over time to a remarkable extent. This offers an opportunity 
to contextualize the past, present, and attempts to provoke to 
create something new.
 Whereas, Stan Allen argues that architecture should draw 
lessons from the landscape and apply them to architecture, 
“symbiotic edge projects” respond to landforms by declaring a 
clear edge between the “natural” and the built form. Landscape 
changes, evolves, and shapes by forces and resistances work-
ing over time. 
Therefore, the symbiotic edge projects need to be pushed 
one step further, and understood as having a dynamic symbi-
otic edge between landform and architecture.  Architecture in 
this thesis is  man-made, a work of engineering, it is complex. 
The built form is considered as the static, permanent element 
of the “Gesamtkunstwerk” created over time by global condi-
tions and human actions. 
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The planetary surface undergoes reshaping because of erosion which has been enhanced by hu-
mans activities. Geologists explain that the changes of our climate greatly influences the remodeling of our 
earth’s surface. The relationship between architecture and landform has been explored in the past. Stan 
Allen examines in his book “Landform Building” the many ways in which landscape effects (landscape prod-
ucts) are present in architecture today as well as new design techniques. The book investigates in the idea 
that architecture draws lessons from the landscape and shapes new strategies. “Symbiotic edge projects” 
such as Casa Malaparte respond to landform by declaring a clear edge between landscape and the built 
form.  In order to respond to the exhilarating transformation of the surface, the evolution of the relationship 
between architecture and landscape needs to go another step. Erosion brings about a continuos change 
in the users spatial experience through topological and morphological modification. Whereas architecture 
must be the permanent element, “nature” is temporary and constantly affecting the Gesamtkunstwerk. 
 The fact that climate change has an impact on “nature” has been discussed by various experts. 
Water is an extremely valuable resource and a very passionately contested. Being a key component to 
nature, it is the essence of all life. However, its viscosity can shape/ change the geological form drastically 
by flowing over/ through the landscape due to gravity. The enormous force of water causes great erosion 
of certain areas. 
 Glacier ice covers about 10 - 11 percent of all land on earth. According to the National Snow and Ice 
Data Center (NSIDC), if all glaciers melted today the seas would rise about 230 feet (70 meters). Glacier 
ice has been melting at a rate easily measured on a yearly scale - approximately 20 inches (50cm) a year. 
The combination of erosion and transportation of sediment creates different shapes throughout the path 
between the high and the low terrain. 
 Once water shaped the landscape due to its natural gravitational flow, it comes together in a large 
body of water where it than continues “pushing” its borders. Cliff erosion occurs when the energy of the 
wave hitting the cliff or rock breaks pieces off. In conjunction with rundown water from the top of the cliff 
(for instance rainfall, or even a river) the rock would become extra porous and brake easier. In any case, 
due to the gravitational force the cliff eventually collapses into one another which causes a loss of land and 
changes the coastal line dramatically. Water can be soft and soothing, but the same time become a great 
force that exhilarates the time period of our global landscape changes. 
Study models that examined the process of erosion helped to understand landforms created by run 
offs. In order to explore this grey zone in between architecture and landscape, and strive to improve upon 
nature, it is important to understand the relationship between form and place. Changing landforms due to 
erosion are past events of places. The presence of the past embodies the hope of continuity and renewal. 
Geomorphology allows to contextualize past events and attempts to provoke and imagine something new.
proposal proposal
  Having analyzed precedence for the two main approaches where architecture and landscape are 
tied to one another, a greater understanding of how the built form responds to terrain was gained. Stan Al-
len’s “landform-building projects” interpret landforms as constant and not changing over time. Even though 
the idea of the architecture goes much further, the appearance of the structures discussed in his book 
often imitated “strong” forms that can be found in landscapes - the rock, the mountain etc. “Symbiotic edge 
projects” respond to their immediate surroundings by framing, or interpreting the local conditions. Archi-
tecture in these cases is embedded in the “natural” as the built form. Even though these two cases need 
to be understood and learned from, neither of these two methods can be fully applied to the exhilarating 
landform/global changes caused by human activities. 
This thesis will approach one site on each of the two main thresholds of erosion. One being at the 
“beginning” - on the mountain where glacial erosion occurs, and one being at the “end”, where the runoffs 
come together in a large body of water which “pushes” its boundaries. The architecture, the permanent, 
needs to be aware of its constantly changing surroundings over time - the temporary. 
The loss of glacier, and new “gained” terrain on the Matterhorn in the Swiss Alps became an issue 
of determining (respective) the international boundaries. The Federal Office of Topography in Switzerland 
has proposed a new criterion so that the new border coincides with the rock. Certainly, the shift of the 
boundary, which is about 100 to 150 meters (330 to 495 feet), won’t cause a major war, but it reveals ques-
tions about glacial zones around the globe continuing to melt. Proposing an architecture in this in between 
zone -  Italy / Switzerland, landform / architecture,  permanent / temporary - challenges to fully unfold the 
aesthetics of form, and evokes interaction between the two tourist-based connected countries/ cultures. 
 The Holderness Coast, which is made up of glacial till deposited over 12,000 years, is one of Eu-
rope’s fastest eroding coastlines. The average annual rate of erosion has been measured over the period 
from 1852 to 2010. Since than the cliff has been eroded for about 1.27 meters per year. For the shorter, 
but more recent period between 2003 to 2010, the average rate rises to around 2 meters per year. Archi-
tecture in this very location will be permanent; and therefore, emphasize the solidifying landform. The edge 
between “soft and solid” changes approximately 2 meters per year, which alters not only the appearance, 
but also by exposing more of the built engineered work, certain functionalities have to be flexible.   
 I believe that the paramount interconnectedness between architecture and site should become 
apparent when examining the theoretical constructions, physical, metaphysical, and sensual dimensions. 
Having chosen the sites at two different threshold of erosion (Matterhorn and Holderness Coast), I claim 
that the gray zone between “natural” and man made needs to be addressed in an intriguing way to create 
an aesthetic form responding to landform change over time. This thesis offers an opportunity to contextual-
ize past events and to provoke and imagine something new.  Architecture as the permanent, solid element 
determines the edge towards the solidifying landform. Moreover, this topic provides a great possibility to 
design an architecture that ties the past with the future in a scientific, humanistic, and artistic way.
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EROSION - AND ITS GLOBAL EFFECTS
Geomorphology - the study of the earth’s surface:
 The built environment causes great stress on the surface of our planet. Like swiss cheese, we 
continuously puncture the envelope of our planet and loosen the strength of the layer. More “cracks” 
in the crust allows for water to penetrate through easier and weaken the landform. The system of geo-
morphology is also greatly affected by they way we treat our world. It is a proven fact, that the green-
house effect, caused by humankind makes the temperature rise. This has lead to a more vigorous 
hydrological cycle. Alan Clowes and Peter Comfort, experts of soil and water conservation, explain in 
their book “Process and Landform: an Outline of Contemporary Geomorphology” that along with the 
changes in temperature, solar radiation, and atmospheric CO2 concentration the soil erosion rates 
are significantly impacted.  
hydrosphere
atmosphere
lithosphere
erosion
 The consistency of soil determines the speed and volume of erosion areas. The process of 
moving sediment from one location to another - erosion, can set action in many different ways. Wind, 
water, and gravity are the main sources for sediment removal and therefore, often compared to one 
another. According to the Natural Resources Conservation Service the most important force of ero-
sion is gravity and water. Once the soil is weakened enough by the force of water, gravity drastically 
changes the remains of the affected area fairly fast. Even though wind erosion has a fairly big impact 
on changing landform as well, this thesis will only focus on areas and concepts that have been and 
will be affect by mostly water erosion. To provide a better understanding, the diagram above offers a 
comparison between the two types of erosion. It shows a distribution of susceptible water (and wind) 
erosion in the continents. The table explains what the amount of eroded areas divided into the three 
main climate zones of each continent are. Dry sub-humid, semiarid, and arid are climate zones based 
on Hulme’s and Marshe’s definition of the Aridity Index (AI). AI is the monthly sum of the ratios of pre-
cipitation to potential evapotranspiration. Dry sub-humid areas have a ratio of <0.65, semiarid areas 
have a ratio of <0.5, and arid areas have a ratio of <0.2. 
  Water Erosion (million ha)  Wind Erosion (million ha)
  Dry      Semiarid       Arid  Dry       Semiarid      Arid
  Subhumid   Subhumid 
Africa  25.1     59.2        34.8 1.6     30.7        127.5
Asia  54.9     69.9        32.7 15.1     52.1         85.9
Australasia 4.1     26.3        39.3 0     6.4         9.5
Europe 34.7     12.8        0.6  17.4     17.3         4.0
N. America 10.7      24.4        3.3  6.8     27.3         3.7
S. America 11.5      20.6        2.5  5.9     16.4         4.6
Total  141.0      213.2     113.2 46.8     150.2        235.2
TOTAL        467.4       432.2
distribution of water and wind erosion in the continents 
The surface of the earth is the meeting point 
or interface between the gases of the atmosphere 
and the rocks of the lithosphere. Across this inter-
face passes water in its different stages. Water is 
present in rocks and is often referred to as the hy-
drosphere in the atmosphere. Each of these inter-
act and affect the processes of the earth. Our hu-
mankind’s activities are known to have great impact 
on the atmosphere and therefore global climate. 
fig. credit:
author
fig. credit:
author
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<2    3,886
2-10    21,650
11-40    21,537
41-100    21,302
101-500   28,751
>500    5,829
TOTAL         91,953   
water erosion in relation to population density
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fig. credit:
author
fig. credit:
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 The annual potential yield of sediment through water erosion from 72.5 million square kilom-
eters of global land area considered is about 130 billion megagram. Numerous field experiments have 
been reported in the literature on studies of evaluating water erosion under conditions of different soil 
cover, slopes, and other variables. The total estimate of soil loss due to water erosion is about 67 billion 
Mg, so about 52% of the global annual soil loss. The first global assessment of human-induced water 
erosion was made by Oldeman in 1990 in the framework of the Global Assessment of Land Degrada-
tion (GLASOD) Project of the United Nations Environment Program. The Atlas of Desertification by 
Middleton and Thomas (where information for the diagram above was taken from) gives information 
on land areas that are vulnerable for water erosion. 
 Globally there are about 19 million km2 of dryland land vulnerable to water erosion. According 
to the GLASOD 8.3% of the susceptible dryland areas are degraded due to human-induced water ero-
sion. In the arid to humid areas of the world, about 56 million km2 (43% of ice-free land) of land are 
vulnerable to water erosion. Experts have also argued that areas are highly vulnerable to water ero-
sion if the population density is also “high”. Humankind’s effects on the lithosphere dilute the ground, 
make it weaker, and cause soil removal. The numbers and information for the above table and graph 
are taken from the GLASOD. The risk of human induced water erosion is proportional to the increases 
of population density - soil cohesion decreases when population density grows. 
 The following maps allow to analyze which areas of the world are most likely to be affected by 
water erosion. A global soil map of the world is used as the starting point. Based on the knowledge 
of soil behavior under the prevailing climatic conditions, areas of water erosion can be specified and 
examined. Areas that have the possibility to become the most wet are most vulnerable to erosion. 
Water content significantly modifies the surfaces cohesion. As water content increases - soil cohesion 
decreases. The reason for this is that increasing water content causes greater separation of particles; 
and therefore, easier slippage.
 The global soil map includes information on soil moisture and temperature routines. Rainfall 
and runoffs are the most important parameters employed to estimate soil loss. Compared to cultivated 
areas, erosion is fairly low under “natural” vegetation. Depending on the soil layers, roots of trees, 
bushes, or grasses are most likely to regulate the wetness / strength of soil. Information about popula-
tion density in combination with soil and climatic attributes is used to make estimates of rates of soil 
loss. Increasing percentages of phosphor in soil consistency changes its ability to stay compact and 
strong. Phosphor is a fairly large particle that pushes apart the rest and allows for water to penetrate 
through easier. The higher the phosphor percentage is, the greater is soil loss. However, inorganic 
carbon consistency strengths the earth. More inorganic carbon decreases soil cohesion. 
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HOW  DOES  EROSION  OCCUR  AND  WHAT  ARE  THE  IMPACTS  TODAY
gravity
erosion erosion
fig. credit:
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erosion erosion
 At the very end of the erosion process where the energy of motion is collected in a large body 
of water, its force pushes its boundaries. -Coastal erosion is a combination of the force of waves 
pushing agains the lower layer of the rock, and gravity pushing the top layers down onto the weak-
ened ones. The end of the erosion process is the edge where land meets water. 
Glacial erosion - the “beginning”, is according to experts one of the most powerful methods 
of erosion. Glaciers primarily erode through plucking and abrasion. Plucking occurs when glacial ice 
flows over bedrock, which gets softened and split into smaller rocks that can be transported in the ice. 
The intense pressure at the base of the glacier causes some of the ice to melt, which forms a layer of 
subglacial water. This water flows into cracks in the bedrock. There it can refreeze and expand which 
would further loosen the bedrock. Abrasion, the second way of erosion happens when the glacier 
ice and rock fragments act as sandpaper. Because of pressure rock is turned into grained rock flour 
and smoothes the rock below. A path is being shaped that, depending on the amount of sediments 
transported, becomes deeper over a period of time.  
Erosion is defined as the removal of soil, sediment, and rock fragments from the landscape. From 
elevated sites, it removes sediments and transports material downslope. Depending on how much 
water is flowing, and the slope steepness, the path becomes shaped. The most important force of 
water erosion is gravity. Gravity acts to vertically move materials of higher relieves to lower eleva-
tions to produce an equilibrium. Water in its different stages - ice, or snow, moves at a different 
speed. Snow has a potential energy that can be converted into the energy of motion when snow is 
converted into flowing glacial ice, or water. 
 The diagram above indicates two main “thresholds” of erosion. One occurs at the “beginning” 
of the gravitational force for the erosion process; whereas, the other one affects the earth’s surface 
at the very “end” where the energy appears to be at its greatest. At the beginning the energy is stored 
in a solid stage. It only released when the ice weakens, detaches from the lower layers, and gravity 
pulls glacial ice, and sediment downhill. When friction heats up some particles of ice, they turn into 
water and the “runoff” becomes faster and increases in force.
fig. credit:
authorfig. credit:author
glacial ice
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 When any type of fluid flows constantly across a surface, it will facilitate the erosion process. 
Due to the constant flow over the surface, the material will weather out over time. The material that 
gets eroded gets carried away by the fluid and is deposited elsewhere. Diagrams depicted above 
show a general understanding of how the flow of a fluid affects its surface. The red color indicates 
the most force and therefore strongest effects of erosion. The level of erosion depends on factors 
such as the force of water, velocity of water, materiality of the surface, temperature, vegetation, and 
soil condition. 
 Therefore, the relationship between erosion and velocity is direct proportional - increases 
river’s velocity, the rate of erosion increases. Also, the rate and intensity of erosion is influenced by 
the slope and the volume of the runoff.
edge of the 
runo
plan - velocity diagram 
- longer arrow = faster
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fig. credit:
author
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force of waves
 Coastal erosion, the “end” of the erosion process, is produced by the continuous strike of 
waves agains the shore, and the rundown from precipitation. Furthermore, due to gravity the bed-
rock gets weak and occasionally collapses. On non-rock coasts, erosion and sediment redistribution 
result in dramatic formations. Softer areas become eroded much faster than harder ones. According 
to the Nature Reports on Climate Change in 2009, despite the differences in erosion potential along 
the world’s coastlines, there has been a dramatic increase in coastal erosion over the last two dec-
ades. The increase in phosphorus in the lithosphere due to human actions, separates the particles 
and makes the rock brake much easier. 
fig. credit:
author
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LANDFORMS - “natural” - and architectural interpretations:
The process of erosion technically stops when the transported particles settle on a surface. 
This process is called deposition. It occurs when the forces responsible for sediment transportation 
are no longer sufficient to overcome the forces of particle weight and friction. The moved rocks be-
come part of the terrain - mountains, hills, plateaus, plains, valleys, basins, etc. 
Characteristics of an erosional landform depend on its geologic structure. Mass wasting, or 
mass movement becomes the dominant process on the cliff or mountain surface. Mass wasting is 
the geomorphic process by which soil, sand, regolith, and rock move downslope under the force of 
gravity. The relationship between mass wasting and basal removal is critical in determining the form 
of the eroded cliff and glacier.
landform
fig.:
author | manipulation of pho-
tograph of grand canyon 
Some architects have learned from these general landforms and incorporated ideas about the 
shapes and functionality into their buildings. The artificial mountain; for instance in Berlin, is the 
ur-form of landform building- the most primitive expression of the idea of shaping a fragment of the 
landscape into a higher level of order. However, since landforms are not consistent in their shapes 
anymore, architecture should not try to imitate, or emphasize the slippage of the whole. In relation to 
the “natural” architecture is the permanent and solid element; whereas, landform due to its change 
over time is only temporary and soft. 
 Rafael Moneo writes that the architecture acts as a tool for recognizing and revealing the 
site’s presence. Moneo’s idea of site encompasses both “natural” history and the record of human 
inhabitation. Therefore, buildings should no longer occupy a given site, but instead they should 
construct the site over time. Landforms produced by “natural development” are intriguing for their 
potential to create form throughout time in contrast to the consistent man-made element. 
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GLACIERS
Glacial erosion creates its landforms by pressuring agains obstructions in its path. The effects of 
glacial erosion are most obvious in highland areas. Glacial deposits are most present in lowland 
areas. There are three main glacial deposits in the lowland (Drumlins, Moraines, Erratics). 
1. Drumlins 
 Drumlins are being shaped and “streamlined” by ice flowing over mounts of deposited sedi-
ment.  This deposited sediment is boulder-clay that come from ice overloaded with materials. The 
shape of these drumlins are elongated round hills, asymmetrical in form with a “nose” facing the di-
rection from which the ice advanced and facing “down glacier”.
2. Erratics
  An erratic is a surface layer that is different to the bedrock upon which it is sitting. Because the 
surface layer hasn’t been “growing” with the rest of the geological form, the bedrock is much looser 
and more vulnerable to slip further. 
section plan
Drumlins Erratics
retreating glacier rocks
erratics
fig. credit:
author
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3. Moraines 
 A moraine is a mound, or irregular mass of unstratified glacial drift. The ice-core may melt 
much later, leaving behind a depression in the moraine covered landscape known as a “kettle”. The 
most extensive examples are in the North European Plain stretching from Denmark through Ger-
many.
4. Trough
Troughs are created in mostly highland areas due to erosion, rather than deposition. The 
shapes created by “carving away” are mostly U and V shaped valleys. Depending on the strength 
and volume of the runoff of the melting ice, the valleys vary in depth and with to a great extend. 
fig. credit:
author
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COASTS
 The coast is a narrow overlap zone between the land and the sea in which the processes of 
each operate. The sea contributes little material, but a large amount of energy to the coast in the 
form of waves. Waves are the outcome of the action of the wind. Tides, which cause the surface to 
oscillate once or twice a day, are the result of the gravitational attraction of the sun and the moon. 
The rapid movement of water towards the shore has three main erosional effects: wave quarrying, 
abrasion and attrition. 
 Wave quarrying affects previously loosened or unconsolidated rock fragments. The energy of 
the wave is proportional to its hight. For instance, large storm waves on the French coast have been 
recorded with pressures up to 50kg/cm2 (pressures in car tires are about 2kg/cm2).
 Wave abrasion is the most effective facet of wave erosion. A “dirty” wave, one with pebbles, 
and sand, hits against the cliff. In zones the wave hits hard rocks, the action is slower and produces 
smoothed areas. 
 Wave attrition effects the detached materials produced by quarrying. The particles become 
rounded and reduce in size as they collide with one another. Most of this rounding takes place in the 
“breaker zone” - the base of the cliff where water hits land.
landform
Similar to forms created by glacial erosion, the forms created by coastal erosion fully depend 
on the strength, or consistency of the rock. The harder the rock, the more resistant it will be to the 
force of water. 
 However, eventually materials have fallen into the base, where wave actions provide the 
mechanism for basal removal. There all weathered material from the cliff that had fallen in its base 
are being moved / removed from its origin. In weak or unconsolidated rock coasts, cliffs, sea caves, 
or wave cut notches cannot be form. Instead, slumps and rock slides occur as the base of the cliff 
is “undermined” (Fig. b and c). 
 Plunging cliffs (Fig. d) descend directly into deep water and the large unaltered ocean wave 
hits them directly. The wave energy is not used to do work, but is reflected away from the cliff at the 
same angle as its angle of incidence. The consistency of the rock in these cases is very compact 
and fairly strong. 
 Where rocks dip seawards, the cliff develops as a long slab and rock slides are the usual 
form of mass movement. The removal rate, starting from top of the cliff, is much larger than the sup-
ply that could come from the remains at the base of the cliff (Fig. a).
a
b
c
d
fig. credit:
author
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The structure of this 
model is wire and sand based. 
Five layers of concrete were 
poured on the structure with fif-
teen minutes elapsing between 
each layer. Due to the form of 
the structure concrete would 
flow faster and more compact in 
certain areas. As a result, some 
of the black sand of the struc-
ture would be exposed. After the 
fourth layer another layer of the 
black sand was applied. The last 
layer of concrete was slightly 
thinner than the previous four in 
order to get more contrast and 
exposure of how layers of soil 
could slide and change form.
MODELS:
Both glacial and coastal erosion are not fully predictable and more a process of chance. Land-
forms transform themselves over the years and constitute the nature and morphology of the land-
scape. The change of “nature” is a process over time that enhances the value of evolution at a place. 
Erosion constructs, which is a term that is inseparable in value to time, its surrounding throughout 
decades. The following images are models of studies how time in conjunction to a process affects 
shape. Even more so for models, a minute version of the actual landform this thesis is working with, 
the construction is a process that depends on the value of elapsed time. 
fig. credit:
author
landform
 This model is a result of the negative 
of a mold. Similar to the model on the left 
page, a smaller model was build. Once the 
model was completely dry, a rubber mold 
was applied. The final step was to pour res-
in in the mold and wait for it to harden. This 
model is solely a representation of form of a 
eroded landscape.
fig. credit:
author
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1 h
 After having explored form changes over time, this model was built with the contention of test-
ing what impact the flow of water has on form over time. The base was built out of fifty percent clay 
and fifty percent sand. On the top of the twelve inch high model is placed a piece of “architecture” that 
is intended to be more and more exposed over the process of “constructing” this model. Above the 
model, a bucket of water was placed that had a very small hole on the bottom. Over a time period of 
nine hours, water ran across the surface of the “imitation” of the Matterhorn. As seen in the pictures, 
the path created gets deeper over time and produces a valley. Once the path was determined, the 
process and results seem to exhilarate over time.  
landform
9 h7 h 8.5 h
fig. credit:
author
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Topography lines are a great tool to help representing landforms. They depict an “organic step” 
in “nature”. Whereas, the vertical change in an architectural language is much drastically, an “organic 
step” is a smooth change in elevation. Topography lines are only points where the continues line of the 
surface connects. When landscape changes, the topography lines in fact have to change. Erosion, 
especially caused by water, is a process of “slippage” that removes the top layer of the soil. These 
diagrams depict a way of representation that shows the sliding of soil in topography lines. After having 
drawn topography lines of different areas at the Matterhorn on drawing paper with a pen, the papers 
were made completely wet. By hanging the pages on a line, the topography lines “moved” due to grav-
ity and the “force” of water. 
fig. credit:
author
landform
fig. credit:
author
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This picture is a reaction to the research done on costal erosion. The stretch of the Holderness 
Coast is evidence that hard sea defenses such as concrete sea walls, or wooden revetments are not 
only helpful for only a short period of time, but also magnify problems elsewhere. The picture dia-
grams that streets, houses, and other structures have fallen over the edge. It calls for an architecture 
that is constant and a permanent framework for the retreating coastline. The colors inside the frame-
work depict human activities that activate the aesthetics of form in different ways throughout time. 
landform
fig. credit:
author
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g.:
author
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 The relationship between architecture and landform has been discussed over many years by 
an infinite amount of experts. Often the “natural” is indirectly defined as a constant form that stays the 
same forever. Since antiquity man has been fascinated and  was in awe by the beauty of the “natural” 
world. As demonstrated in in varies buildings,  such as the shell comprised Sidney Opera House, or the 
regular grids and ornaments found in Gothic cathedrals, architects in particular have found inspiration 
in natural form.  Structures in nature - rocks, shells, sponges, mountains, etc. - represent some of the 
most dynamic and sophisticated forms, demonstrating complicated design and engineering principles. 
There has been an intention of architecture moving towards landscape and landscape moving towards 
architecture. This has created a grey zone in between - the edge between landform and architecture. 
 Bellow are described three main categories of projects that address this relationship:
 landform building projects      -      symbiotic edge projects     -     dynamic symbiotic edge projects
The “Landform Building” category is explained in Stan Allen’s book “Landform building- Architecture’s 
new terrain”. He argues that the desire to make a responsive architecture is now fulfilled with references 
to landscape. During the early 1990s, when the emergence of Landscape Urbanism was focused on ex-
periments on folding, surface manipulation and the creation of artificial terrains, new architectural under-
standing seems to have had its roots. According to Stan Allen the common link between landscape and 
architecture can be defined by the concept of megastructures. He describes the changes confronted by 
architecture when interacting with landscape as forms that nowadays often transform into an enormous 
self-supporting artificial construct.  
 David Gissen, a historian, theorist, critic, and curator of architecture, wrote many articles on the 
concept of “nature” in architecture. For one chapter in Stan Allen’s book Gissen guided the discussion 
about Architectural Reconstruction of Nature. Buildings have been designed to approach the forms of 
mountains and caverns. Furthermore, structures were built that appear as rivers and clouds. Architec-
tural reconstructions of nature attempt to represent relationships to the natural. The re-construction of 
nature imparts  a novel that architects want to put the urban environment back into the picture. The 
pre-modern and pre-industrial state allows to reintroduce the images and experiences of nature where 
it should not appear anymore. 
From the eighteenth century to the early twentieth, architecture was understood as a discipline 
that literally and analogically reproduced “natural” form. However, contemporary architectural recon-
struction also tries to understand the concepts and strategies of environmentalism. These theoretical
landform + architecture 
framework that is essential to  guide the design, includes the idea of nature, the concept of representa-
tion of the natural and its history. Nature according to Stan Allen seems to be permanent and “ideal”. 
Symbiotic edge projects are defined when the threshold between the permanent architectural form 
and landform is clearly defined. Nature to me is the element of the natural, the society’s untouched ter-
rain. The man made often uses hard material such as concrete, or brick that has to be used with small 
elements in a precise manner.  Man-made material creates regular patterns that stand in clear contrast 
to irregular forms. It has been agreed on that some of the most innovative buildings no longer occupy a 
given site, but instead they construct the site itself. The projects discussed in this chapter either frame, 
or translate its organic surroundings. 
Rafael Moneo, a spanish architect, writes that the architecture acts as a tool for recognizing and 
revealing the site’s presence. Moneo’s idea of site encompasses both natural history and the record of 
human inhabitation. The site in these projects has its own identity that informs the architecture upon it. 
Since modern architecture is argued to  emphasizes place, and community, the landscape architecture 
of a project is quite important. The hard, and precise built form draws a sharp line to separate from the 
landscape.
Having examined these topics to their full extend, the design proposed is considered as a dynamic
symbiotic edge project. The ground keeps shifting and sliding towards the lower terrain. “Nature” in 
my understanding is not constant and “ideal”. Almost anything has been touched by humankind. The 
built environment causes great stress on the surface of our planet. Due to our behavior and machineries 
that relies chemical into the atmosphere, the system of geomorphology is greatly affected. The evolution 
of the natural is affected by the manmade and therefore nature as the untouched terrain does not exist 
anymore.
 Architecture in this thesis is understood as man-made, a work of engineering, it is complex and 
considered as the static, permanent elements of the “Gesamtkunstwerk”. It is a carefully physically, or 
conceptually design that evokes humankind to interact with it. We have to become part of the architec-
ture to fully unfold the aesthetics of form and the semantic elements. 
 The processes of environmental transformation, the intrinsic features of the landscape, the force 
of nature, geography, climate, geology, and land use have been scrutinized in the two certain site loca-
tions. The resulting architectural interventions respond to their dynamic and fluxing territories as the 
static and secure counter point. The technological interface - the materiality between the built form and 
the solidifying landscape, is a conspicuous relationship. In a way, the architecture is dramatized by the 
“performance” of the landscape. Architecture is a permanent opponent to the temporary landscape.
landform + architecture 
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LANDFORM BUILDING SYMBIOTIC EDGE 
Stan Allen Casa Malaparte 
Siza’s pools 
Hydroelectric Power Station
DYNAMIC SYMBIOTIC EDGE 
Casa M laparte 
Siza’s pool  
Hydroelectric Power Station
Zermatt
Hoderness Coast
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SYMBIOTIC   EDGE 
 translating “natural” form
LANDFORM   BUILDING 
form follows directionality of topography form follows “idea” of topography 
landform + architecture 
SYMBIOTIC   EDGE 
 
form frames “natural” form form follows liquid “nature”
SYMBIOTIC   EDGE 
 framing “nature” 
fig. credit:
author
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“LANDFORM BUILDING” 
Espana Library Park | Medellin, Colombia | Giancarlo Mazzanti 
Architects  2007
“Medellin is one of the most topographically 
broken places of Colombia. The geography 
defines the identity and the image of the city - 
this image is what the project aims at. It intends 
to integrate itself into the landscape and 
become an interpretation of it. The project is 
meant to be a landscape building that rede-
fines the folded mountain structure in form and 
space, encouraging the ambiguity building-
landscape. “
Giancarlo Mazzanti Architects 
Figures
author based on original 
drawings
Espana Library Park 
2007
Computer illustration
Oct. 14th. 2012:
http://www.archdaily.com
/2565/espana-library--
giancarlo-mazzanti/
FORM FOLLOWS DIRECTIONALITY OF TOPOGRAPHY 
Figures
author based on Giancarlo Mazzanti Architect’s drawings
Espana Library Park 2007
Computer illustration
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“SYMBIOTIC EDGE”
 Casa Malaparte in Capri by Architect Adalberto Libera 
challenges the natural form created by the evolution of some 
reaction to a place. The house is a red masonry box with reverse 
pyramidal stairs leading to the roof sitting on top of a cli. It 
seems to be carved into the cli, but still has its own language. 
The access to the house forces to interact with the natural 
landform - either by foot from the Town of Capri, or by boat and 
a staircase cut into the cli. Casa Malaparte does not adapt the 
natural form, but instead has its own identity that intertwines 
with the given terrain.
Adalberto Libera   |  Casa Malaparte, Capri Italy  1942
FORM FOLLOWS “IDEA” OF TOPOGRAPHY 
Figures
author based on original 
drawings
Casa Malaparte, 1942
Computer illustration
Marida Talamona,  Casa
Malaparte, Milano: Clup, 
1990
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Figures
author based on 
Libera’s drawings
Casa Malaparte 1942
Computer illustration
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“SYMBIOTIC EDGE”
Swimming Pools Leca de Palmeira | 
Portugal | Alvaro Siza 1961 -1966
FORM FOLLOWS “IDEA” OF TOPOGRAPHY 
 Alvaro Siza’s Leca Swimming pools in Leca da Palmeira, 
Portugal seem to create a dialogue between the rocks of the 
landscape and the swimming pools. The architecture is a careful 
reconciliation between nature and the design. Siza designed this 
project to be built into the existing terrain of the area to preserve 
the landscape (and reduce construction costs). 
Figures
author based on original drawings
Siza’s pools, 1966
Computer illustration
Oct. 16th 2012
http://farquitecturar.blogspot.com/2012/
05/alvaro-siza--
vieira-swimming-pools-leca.html
Figures
author based on Siza’s 
drawings
Swimmin Pools 1966
Computer illustration
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“SYMBIOTIC EDGE”
FORM FOLLOWS   LIQUID   “NATURE”
 The placid and dynamic hydroelectric power station in 
Kempten replaced an old station from the 1950s. 
 The form of this hydroelectric power station mimics and 
exaggerates the channelled dynamism of the water as it 
streams into the holding basin, down through the turbines, and 
back into the Iller River.
Hydroelectric power station, Kempten, Germany by Becker Architekten 2010.
fig. credit:
author
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Figures
author based on original drawings
Hydro Electric power station in 
Kempten
http://www.architizer.com/en_us/blog/d
yn/24995/half-sculpture-half-machine/
Computer illustration
Oct. 16th 2012
http://www.architizer.com/en_us/blog/d
yn/24995/half-sculpture-half-machine/
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 Boundaries are commonly 
regarded as stationary. Depending 
on the terrain, however, they are 
subject to climatological changes 
and natural phenomena and may 
thus change their course.
SITE 1:
Mattherhorn - 
 Switzerland | Italy BERN
A
L
P S
mattherhorn
FRANCE
ITALY
AUSTRIA
GERMANY
fig. credit:
author based on original 
drawings
Computer illustration
Oct. 29th 2012
http://www.wheretoskian
dsnowboard.com/resorts
/Zermatt/
g. credit:
author
 These boundary modifications are due to natural phenomena 
which must be taken into account in order to guarantee the correct 
revision and update of our topographic and cartographic products. 
Updates are only carried out as the need arises
Figures
author based on original 
drawings
Computer illustration
Oct. 29th 2012
information taken from 
Federal Office of 
Topography swisstopo
100 - 150 m
sitessites
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Figures
author based on original 
drawings
Computer illustration
Oct. 29th 2012
information taken from 
Federal Office of 
Topography swisstopo
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Unlike the compact, well-formed grassy mounds often 
associated with landform building projects, the shapes 
formed by ice and snow are much harsher - they often 
are considered as irregular, and unpleasent. 
The geofluidic landscape’s intricate play of rock and 
water is activated to shift and displace elements of the 
“natural”.
Switzerland
Italy
3451m
3349m
3469m
fig. credit:
author
ground is sliding towards steeper 
side - water pushes rocks down - 
peak gets lower
 sites  sites
Due to the fact, that the terrain towards 
Switzerland is much steeper, the layers are 
expected to wash away much faster than 
they are at the Italian side of the boarder. 
The force of water and gravity moves the 
top of the edge not only horizontally, but 
also vertically - the hight, and between 
Switzerland and Italy. 
fig. credit:
author
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fig. credit:
author
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cardi | wales | UK 
holderness coast | north norfolk | UK 
san diego |  USA 
holderness coast | north norfolk | UK 
happisburgh | north norfolk | UK 
happisburgh | north norfolk | UK 
     
yorkshire | north norfolk | UK 
california  |  USA 
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 The Holderness Coast is one of 
Europe’s fastest eroding coastlines. The 
average annual rate of erosion has been 
measured over the period from 1852 to 
2010. Since than the cliff has been eroded 
for about 1.27 meter per year. For the 
shorter, but more recent period between 
2003 to 2010, the average rate rises to 
approximately 2 meters per years. 
 The cliffs (25 - 35 m hight) are made 
up of a mixture of morraine and glacial till. 
Glacial till is made up of unassorted mate-
rials and dust formed by the abrasion of 
the glacier on surrounding bedrock. 
SITE 2:
THE HOLDERNESS 
COAST 
Figures
Holderness, East 
Yorkshire, GB
author based on 
Ordnance drawings
http://www.hull.ac.uk/ero
sion/index.htm
L
proposed sitessites
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Roman
 Coastline
lost towns
present  towns
Flamborough 
Head
North Sea
Spurn Head
current 
coastline
Flamborough 
Bridlingon 
Atwick 
Barmston
Hornsea
Mappleton
Withernsea
Paull
Old Kinsea 
 The Coast is, as depicted on the 
map, on the north- east of the UK, 
facing the North Sea. It extends 61 km 
from Flamborough in the north to Spurn 
Point in the south.  Studies have 
proven that since the Roman Times, 
the coastline today is around 4 km 
inland from where it used to be - entire 
villages and farmland have been lost in 
the see.    Most of the eroded material 
is carried out to the sea. The rest of the 
material is transported south by Long-
shore Drift. Where the cliff line meets 
the mouth of River Humber, a spit has 
formed due to the change in the direc-
tion of the coastline - the Spurn Head. 
About 3 percent of the material eroded 
from the Holderness Coast is deposited 
there every year. 
sites proposed sites
fig. credit:
author
 In order to protect the villages, and farmland, 
different attempts for management have been 
attempted:
A low sturdy timber barrier was built out into the sea 
from the beach to try to control erosion and drifting.
At the bas of the cliffs, sea walls and revetments as 
wave-resistant structures were constructed. 
In order to force waves, which have great impact on the 
erosion process, to break off-shore, artificial off-shore 
breakwaters like tyres, and concrete blocks were 
placed.
However, due to extensive costs (i.e.: a sea wall to 
protect a gas station cost 4.5 million English Pounds), 
only the most valuable areas of land are protected. 
wooden barriers that interrupt water flow
wooden barriers that interrupt water flow
fig. credit:
http://worldlywise.p
bworks.com/w/pag
e/15409213/Unit%
201%20Section%2
0B%20-%20Manag
ing%20coastal%20
areas
wooden barriers that interrupt water flow
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 2. too steep and fails either as a block of material or as a slurry slide 
 4. Large waves from the North East remove the debris in longshore 
sites proposed sites
fig. credit:
author
fig. credit:
based on images from University of 
Hull, UK. 
author
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materiality | time
JAMES TURREL
fig. credit:
Dennis Openheim
James Turrel
landart
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Materials are endowed with 
meaning, trigger connotation, 
and especially address deeper 
levels of our understanding, not 
only of the built work itself, but 
also of its surroundings and cul-
ture. Putting materials to their 
best use involves an apprecia-
tion of their innate sensory qual-
ities as well as their technical 
potential.
 When we talk of materi-
als, we inevitably draw to articu-
late distinctions in terms of ma-
terial properties. Understanding 
the properties of a material 
includes to have knowledge 
about measurable differences 
in behavior, and to be able to 
articulate distinctions between 
various substances. This chap-
ter will talk about the role of 
materiality in architecture, the 
relationship of time to material, 
and selected material proper-
ties, that support the arguments 
of architecture being the perma-
nent, static element in the Ge-
samtkunstwerk.
materiality | time materiality | time
cost  ($/kg)
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fig. credit:
author based on MIT press
 Every physical object is composed of matter, which is the material substance that occupies space, has 
mass, and is composed of atoms consisting of protons, neutrons and electrons. Depending on the construction 
of this matter, different materials become apparent. Strength and duration ability of a material depends on the 
connections of fiber within the composite. A composite is a solid material that results when two or more materi-
als are combined. One of the constituent is called the matrix which surrounds other constituent. The highest 
stiffness and strength are made of continuous fibers embedded in a thermosetting resin. Fibers carry the me-
chanical loads. The matrix material transmits loads to the fibers and provides toughness and protection of the 
fiber from damage caused by handling or the environment. Furthermore, it makes the fibers more resistant to 
weathering and eroding. 
 Behind any material, if it is the book that you have in front of you, or the building you are sitting in, is a 
complex history of development, extraction, technique, transportation and exchange. Economies of production, 
regulation of standards and labour shape these object and materials.
Classification of composite 
according to the nature of 
               matrix
Polymer
Polymer-Matrix
composite
(PMC)
i.e. rubber 
reinforced with 
carbon black 
Ceramic
Ceramic-Matrix
composite
(CMC)
i.e. concrete
Metal
Maetal - Matrix 
composite
(MMC)
i.e. Aluminum 
reinforced with 
carbon
fig. credit:
author based 
on MIT press
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 During previous centuries philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle have had theories about form and mat-
ter. Part of Plato’s theory was that the perfect form can only exist in the ideal realm where it is untainted by matter. 
Aristotle argues that matter is given shape by form. To me, matter in itself is inert and undifferentiated. In a way, 
it is the servant of form and gives it presence. It does not determine form, but material brings special meaning to 
a building at a specific site. 
 Peter Zumthor; for instance, intertwined place with a particular substance that establishes a “primordial 
reaction to the rock mountain”. By using the ancient, sensual qualities of the stone only a short walk away from 
his project in Vals, he evoked the permanence of a place remote in time. The thermal bath in Vals, Switzerland 
built in 1996 was designed based on the main idea being focused on the geology of the area. The architect’s 
choice of material continues the idea of the monolithic layering. The tactile nature reinforces the conceptual idea 
of a solid mass with voids. The site itself drives all of the decisions for this project - mountain, stone, building in 
stone, building with stone, building into the mountain,...
states of Matter 
solid
holds shape
fixed volume
liquid
shape of container
free surface
fixed volume
gas
shaps of container
volume of 
container
materials form
fig. credit:
Hauser Sigrid
 “Peter Zumthor therme Vals”
 Zurich: Scheidegger & Spiess, 2007
The images and diagrams show that Zumthor’s project appeals to the 
human senses. Zumthor’s hand drawn sketch above depicts that the 
main space consists of a combination of baths and large hollow stone 
blocks. Water is used as a means to combine space and create a 
soothing, and calming atmosphere. 
materiality | time
fig. credit:
author
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v The images and diagrams show that Zumthor’s project appeals to the human senses. 
Zumthor’s hand drawn sketch above depicts that the main space consists of a combination of 
baths and large hollow stone blocks. Water is used as a means to combine space and create a 
soothing, and calming atmosphere. 
 Not only Zumthor, but especially contemporary architects have drawn attention to mate-
riality. This new strive towards materiality encouraged to emphasize a range of issues: issues 
that shape and determine the buildings we make, the processes we use and the ways in which 
we understand them. 
Once a building has started construction, materials are being involved. Construction is a 
process that is inseparable in value to time. The assembled material transforms the completed 
built form over the years. As explained on the previous page, the strongest, and most durable 
materials are composites - a combination of fiber and the matrix material. As the matrix ma-
terial, I propose to use existing stone from the sites. The eroding glacier ice transports large 
amount of stone downhill by using the force of the glacier ice. Using these deposits in the pro-
duction of concrete, another important aspect of time and materiality is added to the project. By 
using the old, sensual qualities of the mountain, a permanence of the place remote in time has 
been evoked. Furthermore, Switzerland, and the northern part of Italy being in the alps, have 
been best known for their usage of concrete in their structures. Switzerland especially uses 
concrete deck-stiffened arch bridges which are the “threshold” to get into the country. Moreover, 
the architecture is being informed of the place by material that has been changed in this very 
location over time. The texture of the surface of the built structure might differ throughout the 
building which gives a sensuousness about the past, present, and future.
Similarly, at the second site, which is based on glacial till, materiality informs about 
changes over time. Just like it has been done over thousands of years before, the matter at its 
very site will be combined and turned into a durable and more present substance/ material. By 
using material from the place where the built form is intended to be, a continuation of time and 
development can be shown and experienced in the architecture itself. 
 For more than 30 years, studies have been done on glass fiber concrete. Fiber C is a 
new developed composite of fiber and the matrix material that allows the construction of “slim” 
concrete elements which are highly stress-able despite being extremely thin. This technique, 
developed by an Austrian based firm allows the structure to depict time in a more technical 
way. The combination of the two many materials strengthens the clay like material enormously 
and makes the “natural” matter durable for hundreds, thousands of years.
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time time
actual
lifetime and 
size tend to 
be directly 
proportional
occupancy
use is 
generally
segregated
into three 
classifications
time
in successful 
contexts, actual 
building
lifetimes are 
extended
through
additional
investiment
  As seen in the previous paragraphs, lifetime durability of materials have improved dras-
tically due to our understandings, and technological possibilities. Curiously then, experts have 
stated, that the actual lifetime profiles of contemporary buildings are ruled less by material and 
component durability, but by user preferences, market-related fluctuations, and evolving social 
norms for work and living. These constructs of value have evolved substantially over time. 
Architecture is not being used and embraced in a way it should, and therefore faces obsoles-
cence. Obsolescence is a concept that has dramatically influenced the making of new build-
ings and the destruction of existing building. 
 John Fernandez writes in his book “Material Architecture” that because of the issue of 
obsolescence, it is one of the hardest challenges for an ecological construction to perfectly 
match up the complexity of material transfers to the unique lifetime characteristics of contem-
porary building. By examining the construction and demolition records for a diverse range 
of building types and sizes, several illuminating correlations have been done. The following 
diagrams were able to be drawn based on results of a survey of thousands of buildings in the 
Boston metropolitan region.
time
in
declining
contexts,
actual
lifetimes
decrease
time
use
migration
occurs
between
similarly
sized
building
types
blg.
type 1
blg.
type 2
blg.
type 3
time
significant overlaps 
between expected 
lifetimes and size 
evelopes (shaded area) 
prompts significant use 
migration from one to 
another over the lifetimes 
of buildings especially if 
theses buildings are 
located within a dense 
urban fabric
 Nowadays, the typical service life of new buildings is between 50 to 75 years. Exist-
ing buildings are in constant need of attention for normal maintenance and repair.  Even 
though materials have been developed to be durable and strong, humankind’s way of liv-
ing and usage doesn’t allow the materials to live their full lifespans. Therefore, for my thesis 
the “program” is much more determining the permanence of the architecture - it creates the 
framework of a social interface that humankind had needed and will need form many more 
decades.
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complexity and contradiction of site - preserves cultural variety 
and diversity - icon in landscape - clashes with surrounding 
Zumthor’s projects seem timeless because he creates a unique connection to site - 
atmosphere that reminds of past, but simultaneously captures the presents
transformation controlled form 
bringing material in from elsewhere creates great contrast to surrounding materiality | time
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Chapel of Saint Nikolaus von 
der Flue near Cologne in Ger-
many
for farmer family Scheidtweiler
“rammed concrete” technique :
poured a layer of concrete over 
timber (taken from the site) every 
day for 24 days --> burnt timber 
out by colliers
on site are ancient ruins - lifts main 
part of museum nearly 40 feet high 
- on top of steel columns that are 
sheathed in concrete
used open brickwork for the new 
walls, which are placed on the rem-
nants of the old Gothic church wall
Kolumba Art Museum of the 
Cologne Archdiocess, Cologn 
2007.
transformation of  materials from site 
protected site - built present above 
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Swiss Pavilion for the 
2000 Hanover Expo
constructed of pine form 
Swiss forests, assembled 
without glue, bolts or nails, 
only braced with steel 
cables
thermal Baths Vals 1996
Graubuenden, Switzerland 
load bearing composite 
structure of the baths con-
sists of solid walls of con-
crete and thin slabs of Vals 
gneiss broken in the quarry 
in the village
used material to create atmosphere / history of country
transformation of material into architectural elements to create form 
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kunsthaus Graz 
designed by Peter 
Cook and Colin 
Fournier in 2003
translucent, bluish, acrylic-
glass skin encloses the 
biomorphic construction - 
great contrast to renais-
sance, early baroque style of 
city. 
constructed of polycarbonate 
panels that are silk-screened 
with an image of the plant 
used for Ricola’s herbal 
couch drop 
during night - facade is illumi-
nated, broadcasting the 
image of the leaf | company 
Herzog & de Meuron 
Ricola Factory, Mulhouse-
Brunstatt, France, 1998
glazed facade with designed 
prints of ginkgo tree leaves - 
different green and yellows - 
reflects shadows and silhou-
ettes,
connection between 2 zones 
Gingko Project, Beek-
bergen, the Nether-
lands, 2007 designed 
by Casanova + Her-
nandez Architects
materials in great contrast with rest of city - works as icon - art communicater
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3349m 3349m
3469m 3469m
architecture is permanent 
spaces that are connected to one another - 
  permanent (more than )- more fiber as matrix material
 “solidifying” (weathering)- shows history of place - and change in social infrastructure 
3349m
architecture is permanent 
spaces that are co nected to one another - 
  permanent (more than )- more fiber as matrix material
 “solidifying” (weathering)- shows history of place - and change in social infrastructure 
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program
fig. credit:
author
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Architecture operates by assembling spatial sequences. The spatial experience is multidirectional 
and is connected with the basic principle that space is habitable. 
Contemporary architecture encourages to liberate from necessity and from the principle of the or-
ganic whole, which focuses its message on the synthetic appearance of the image.
 In the Studies in Tectonic Culture by Kenneth Frampton, he conveys to rethink the entire mod-
ern architectural tradition. He takes up the topic of the basis of the architectural project. Rather than 
emphasizing the space principle, Frampton investigates the relationship of “the topos, the typos, and 
the tectonic” - that is, site typology, building typology, and structural typology. By assigning an original 
model/ type, the end product varies according to historical and geographical conditions. 
 According to Aristotle space and time were “categories” that enable the classification of “sen-
sory knowledge”. Kant described space as neither matter nor the set of objective relations between 
things, but for him space was an ideal internal structure, an instrument of knowledge. Furthermore, 
the architecture in the proposed locations must emphasizes its paradox locations - the edge 
between land - water, Italy - Switzerland, solid - liquid, and most important of all temporary 
- permanent. The attitude of the architecture is a space- time concept that is inseparable in 
value to our current global conditions. If the built form distinguishes from the “simple” building 
that provides a program, it represents something other than itself: a social structure. The form 
of the architecture needs to be permanent throughout, but due to evolution of humankind and 
changes in social behavior, the architecture must provide only the framework of the activated 
Gesamtkunswerk.
 Stonehenge; for instance, is an architecture that has been in its same place, with the same pur-
pose. Even though the landform surrounding it and the time has drastically changed, the architecture 
has been stable throughout. This thesis will propose an even more intriguing concept and aesthetic of 
the past. The program of my architecture is an attitude towards my own understanding of what archi-
tecture in these very locations is.
program program
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”an ageless originality found in formal types” (A. Rossi)
c  h  a  n  g  e       |     time elapse diagram  
p e r m a n e n c e  -
the link between the past and the future 
in order to be a success-
ful permanent 
architectural piece - 
it has to appeal to many 
different cultures/ people 
has to be public 
2012 2082 2162
aldo rossi “ the city remembers its past and 
uses that memory through monuments; that is, 
monuments give structure to the city.”
the primary elements of architecture are repeated again, and 
again -
 Rossi seems to be engaged in a determined search for 
essential forms
 based on “repetition and fixation” - permanence of form
Orvieto | Italy     fort - castle - village - city      “form re-used”  
between 9th and 
8th century B.C.
- was built by 
Etruscans - as 
main residence 
for Etruscan king. 
in 500 AD area 
was invaded by 
Goths who 
expanded, and 
built into it as a 
village; was its 
own city state, 
than absorbed 
into papal state, 
and in 1870 
incorporated into 
the Italian 
kingdom.
now the city has grown way beyond its boundary 
walls, down the hill. 
the main city part is the well maintained living and 
vibrant monument center of the hill - the first part 
that was built centuries ago. 
Corpus Domini: because of the miracle of Bolsena where 
a priest found blood on the alter cloth while giving 
communion - was carried 12 k to Orvieto  where Pope 
was at the time - built a cathedral to commemorate the 
miracle - religious holiday
program program
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this thesis 
research started 
by examining 
landforms that 
have been 
created by 
water erosion. 
water was 
always an 
important
aspect in the 
research - it 
creates life, 
replenishes, but 
the same time 
can destroy by 
its immense 
force
ancient Greek resort city built in the 2nd century 
BC for medical treatment of patients in the hot 
springs
every emperor in 
Rome tried to build 
a more spacious 
and luxurious 
baths
occupation of space that has had the same basic idea for many centuries, but 
because of change in time, human interaction, technology, population, ... the 
program developed and usage of space kept altering 
the research started with water and 
water erosion - has to be implemented 
in my final proposal - the why in which 
the architecture is used 
became an entertainment complex where 
bathers could indulge in sports, leisure and 
restaurants.
20th century turned them 
into vacationing hubs, often 
losing their original purpose
program program
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600 m 
 after 75 years
300 m 90 m 
 after 110 years
mechanical structure - pulleys, rails, counterweights  - 
structure is stable - permanent -  creates spaces  (landart)
cliff retreats about four meter a year 
program program
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3349m
25 m
permanent = 600 m2
weathering = 400 m2
if there is water available - 
bathhouses can fill up with 
water - revitalizing 
turkish and russian bath - 
process throughout the spaces 
permanent = 1000 m2
weathering = 400 m2
25m
no water - space occupied 
for different procedures  
“occupied ruin space”
program program
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process work 
        most important
site sketches
program sketches
design sketches 
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WITHERNSEA
ST. MARY  - can seat 50 people
18th century building - last changed  
| Gothic church
10
Pillboxes 
 small fortied structures 
constructed as a part of British anti-invasion 
preparations
12
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WHY MAUSOLEUM : 
is an enduring building type
- an above ground burial
- contemporary mausoleum also acts as columbaria (for 
cremated remains)
- it is enduring -
 monument ina way - place where dead people are 
in a place where they are remembered
 family / friends visit - actively moving “in & out” 
people will always want to be buried
 is built in a way to commemorate the dead - still 
active; if someone dies - need the building| relatives 
always come to visit
 is like cemetery - ties landscape and architecture 
together - (niches - crypts are outside and inside)
CONCEPT   OF  THESIS:
 Landscape = solidifying & changing     - TEMPORARY
 Architecture = consistent & stable        - PERMANENT
16
MAUSOLEUM   CRYPTS MAUSOLEUM   NICHES
18
20
OBSERVATORY   -   ZERMATT
why observatory:
deals with something larger - more permanent than changing earth 
the universe has been in existence for thousands of years, and has been analyzed and 
interpreted and aected humankind and earth 
high altitude - astronomical observatories
rst high altitude observatory   2877 m in French Pyrenees 1878
used for optical astronomy - above signicant portion of earth’s atmosphere
above most of atmosphere’s water vapor
ideal for infrared astronomy - study astronomical objects visual in 
infrared radiation (IR); study began 1800s aer invention of light by William Heschel (used 
telescope, mirror, lenses, ...)
ideal for submillimeter astronomy
  molecular clouds - analyze star formation
air pollution + light pollution + HAO above clears / accurate observation!!
especially atmosphere research facility - data about atmospheric changes!!!!
constituents in this are causes for climate change.
atmosphere change causes surface of earth to change 
DATA COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ZERMATT / MAPPLETON
CO2 in ocean is much larger than in atmosphere - due to 
bicarbonate - produced by reaction between rock, water 
increase in atmosphere decreases pH of sea water -- sea 
water becomes higher in acid --> DEATH
CO2 
human activities
CO2 CO2
Sediment carbinated CaCO3
dissolves
anorganic organic
DATA COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ZERMATT & MAPPLETON
CO2 in ocean is much larger than in atmosphere - due to bicarbonate 
- produced by reaction between rock, water - increase in atmosphere 
decreases pH of sea water - sea water becomes higher in acid --> DEATH
ocean can buer CO2 in atmosphere to a certain extend 
22
Grith Observatory - LA. 1935
Within Observatory | Massachusetts, 1900
in collaboration with Wellesley college
24
Koelner Observatory since 1995 
 addition to kulm hotel 
 3150 m - near Matterhorn
 solar terrestrial environ-
mental labratory  = corner stone 
of a worldwide net work of solar 
detector 
the idea of an observatory is to create view 
and specify the viewers direction of looking 
26
 symbiotic edge      monumental ski lodge - observatory 
understanding of site + program
28
sectional proposal of observatory in Switzerland
30
up
up
up
girls bathroom
boys bathroom
storage
bar - lounge 
area
sleeping or storage rooms
oce
restaurant level
kitchen
bar level
drink storage space
outdoor deck
continous bar between glass 
wall
plan proposal of observatory in Switzerland
up
down
up
down
up
up
mechanics and 
storage
up
down
up
down
up
up
mechanics and 
storage
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cantilever theory
 symbiotic edge        monumental cenotaph 
understanding of site + program spaces are dug out from the ground - discovering of new space
34
viewing the landscape
sectional proposal of mausoleum in england
viewing the landscape
36
down
down
down
main level
lower level
top level
2 large walls, 
occupieable
spaces within 
the walls 
100
7.0045
100.0793
3 meters down
plan proposal of mausoleum in England
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permanence - materiality 
conventional building structure - reinforced concrete
turn this concept inside out -- glass ber concrete on the interior 
- have steel structure on the exterior - shows the weathering of 
the material and documents time on the structure itself 
inside
outisde insideoutisde
STEEL 
WOOD
perceptive changes
SPIRAL JETTY - ANALYSIS 
view from earthwork view from slightly elevated shore 
materiality
used natural material to create articial form 
visibility
permanence analyzed in an important land art piece
40
50 m 
250 m 
design concept 1
ZERMATT
42
50 m 
250 m 
design concept 2
ZERMATT
44
50 m 
250 m 
design concept 3
ZERMATT
46
7 100
MAPPLETON - PLAN
7 100
up
up
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monumental cenotaph & crematorium 
cenotaph because:
 it remembers the intellectual good of William Smith  -  explained the principal of faunal succession - stated that fossils are found in a very 
denite order 
the fossils being found when cli erodes, and when monument is being built (the ground that will be taken out needs to be examined and fossils 
taken from); the found fossils will be places in the monument as a display of history and erosion
in order to address permanence and time; the 2 thirds of the structure will be dedicated to niches for crypts and urns
the architecture is very linear and opposing the dynamic landscape
when rst entering the monument, by walking down amphitheater like steps, the view is focused directly towards the ocean, but due to an 
element halfway down the 100 meter long monument, the view is directed up into space/ the most “permanent” element known in human society. 
MAPPLETON FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
50
final concept and design
52
thesis
 The surface of the earth is affected by humans and 
changing over time to a remarkable extent. This offers 
an opportunity to contextualize the past, present, 
and attempts to provoke to create something new.
 Whereas, Stan Allen argues that architecture should 
draw lessons from the landscape and apply them to 
architecture, “symbiotic edge projects” respond to 
landforms by declaring a clear edge between the 
“natural” and the built form. Landscape changes, 
evolves, and shapes by forces and resistances work-
ing over time. Therefore, the symbiotic edge projects 
need to be pushed one step further. 
LANDFORM BUILDING SYMBIOTIC EDGE DYNAMIC SYMBIOTIC EDGE 
Stan Allen Casa Malaparte 
Siza’s pools 
Hydroelectric Power Station
Zermatt
Mappleton
      SOLIDIFYING      LANDFORM
I propose a dynamic symbiotic edge between land-
form and architecture.  Architecture in this thesis is  
man-made, a work of engineering, it is complex. The 
built form is considered as the static, permanent 
element of the “Gesamtkunstwerk” created over time 
by global conditions and human actions. 
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dynamic site 1       Mattherhorn -  Switzerland | Italy
Italy
Switzerland
100 - 150 m
 Boundaries 
are commonly 
regarded as 
stationary. 
Depending on 
the terrain, 
however, they 
are subject to 
climatological 
changes and 
natural phenom-
ena and may 
thus change 
their course.
BERN
A
L
P S
mattherhorn
FRANCE
ITALY
AUSTRIA
GERMANY
plan - velocity 
diagram - longer 
arrow = faster
edge of the 
runoff
section - velocity 
diagram 
1940
2000
dynamic site 2       The Holderness Coast   |   England 
 The Holderness Coast 
is one of Europe’s fastest 
eroding coastlines. The 
average annual rate of 
erosion has been meas-
ured over the period 
from 1852 to 2010. Since 
than the cliff has been 
eroded for about 1.27 
meter per year. For the 
shorter, but more recent 
period between 2003 to 
2010, the average rate 
rises to 1.98 meter per 
year is around 2 meters 
per year. Most places 
the coast is covered by 
glacial till deposited 
over 12,000 years ago. 
Roman
 Coastline
lost towns
present  towns
Flamborough 
Head
North Sea
Spurn Head
current 
coastline
Flamborough 
Bridlingon 
Atwick 
Barmston
Hornsea
Mappleton
Withernsea
Paull
Old Kinsea 
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UNDERSTANDING CHANGE IN 
LANDFORM SECTIONALLY
UNDERSTANDING CHANGE IN 
LANDFORM SECTIONALLY
after time after time 
after time after time 
ARCHITECTURE IS OPPOSING SOLIDIFYING LAND-
FORM  - FORMALLY - MUST BE SET PERPENDICULAR 
TO LANDFORM    -    STRONGEST RESISTANCE 
ARCHITECTURE IS OPPOSING SOLIDIFYING LAND-
FORM  - FORMALLY - MUST BE SET PERPENDICULAR 
TO LANDFORM   -   STRONGEST RESISTANCE 
CONCEPT OF THE THESIS
landform - solidifying / temporary
architecture - stable / permanent 
PRINCIPLES FOR THE ARCHI-
TECTURE:
must be an enduring building 
monumental land art - earth-
work     earth itself is the 
canvas
architecture as the ruler of 
changes in landform 
is in active surrounding, but needs to be at least 
a day trip to visit -> therefore; ski lodge which 
includes bar, restaurant, sleeping facilities 
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ZERMATT
SNOW
GLACIAL ICE
LOOS MATTER - GRAVEL
MINERAL MATTER
WEATHERED 
BEDROCK 
ACCUMULATES IRON
LARGE UNBROKEN ROCHS
LARGE UNBROKEN ROCHS
ACCUMULATES CLAY, ALUMINUM
SURFACE SOIL 
SUBSOIL
PARENT ROCK
geological understanding of the sites       
CENOTAPH is a monumental structure with architectural 
function - space creation 
is an “empty tomb” erected in honor of a person whose 
remains are elsewhere
growing trend of cremation  (70 % of people in GB want to be cre-
mated)  in addition to cenotaph  - CRYPTS 
 mega ruler with spaces, endurability formally and functionally
OBSERVATORY - is one of the most permanent programs 
- is connected with terrestrial or celestial events - mil-
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landform - solidifying / temporary
architecture - stable / permanent 
PRINCIPLES FOR THE ARCHI-
TECTURE:
must be an enduring building 
monumental land art - earth-
work     earth itself is the 
canvas
architecture as the ruler of 
changes in landform 
is in active surrounding, but needs to be at least 
a day trip to visit -> therefore; ski lodge which 
includes bar, restaurant, sleeping facilities 
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     Monumental Land Art - earthwork 
               work that integrates physical or conceptual elements of the landscape into the finished piece 
CENOTAPH is a monumental structure with architectural 
function - space creation 
is an “empty tomb” erected in honor of a person whose 
remains are elsewhere
growing trend of cremation  (70 % of people in GB want to be cre-
mated)  in addition to cenotaph  - CRYPTS 
 mega ruler with spaces, endurability formally and functionally
OBSERVATORY - is one of the most permanent programs 
- is connected with terrestrial or celestial events - mil-
lions of years old - space will continue its existence for 
many more million of years - buried in ground | as ero-
sion happens - reveals more of architecture 
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after time after time 
ARCHITECTURE IS OPPOSING SOLIDIFYING LAND-
FORM  - FORMALLY - MUST BE SET PERPENDICULAR 
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PRINCIPLES FOR THE ARCHI-
TECTURE:
must be an enduring building 
monumental land art - earth-
work     earth itself is the 
canvas
architecture as the ruler of 
changes in landform 
is in active surrounding, but needs to be at least 
a day trip to visit -> therefore; ski lodge which 
includes bar, restaurant, sleeping facilities 
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Double Negative By Michael Heizer
 2 aligned cuts on teh edge of Mormon Mesa, Nevada
between them - 1500 feet long 
The Vertical Earth Kilometer by Walter De Maria
perceptive changes
Spiral Jetty - Analysis 
view from slightly elevated shore 
visibility
precedence       Monumental Land Art - earthwork 
               work that integrates physical or conceptual elements of the landscape into the finished piece 
growing trend of cremation  (70 % of people in GB want to be cre-
mated)  in addition to cenotaph  - CRYPTS 
 mega ruler with spaces, endurability formally and functionally
OBSERVATORY - is one of the most permanent programs 
- is connected with terrestrial or celestial events - mil-
lions of years old - space will continue its existence for 
many more million of years - buried in ground | as ero-
sion happens - reveals more of architecture 
view from earthwork 
UNDERSTANDING CHANGE IN 
LANDFORM SECTIONALLY
after time after time 
ARCHITECTURE IS OPPOSING SOLIDIFYING LAND-
FORM  - FORMALLY - MUST BE SET PERPENDICULAR 
TO LANDFORM   -   STRONGEST RESISTANCE 
PRINCIPLES FOR THE ARCHI-
TECTURE:
must be an enduring building 
monumental land art - earth-
work     earth itself is the 
canvas
architecture as the r ler of 
changes in landform 
is in active surrounding, but needs to be at least 
a day trip to visit -> therefore; ski lodge which 
includes bar, restaurant, sleeping facilities 
 
OBSERVATORY - is one of the most permanent programs 
- is connected with terrestrial or cele tial events - 
millions of years old - space will continu  its xist nce 
for many more million of years - buried in ground | as 
erosion happens - reveals more of architecture 
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Double Negative By Michael 
Heizer
 2 aligned cuts on teh edge of 
Mormon Mesa, Nevada
 30 feet wide and fty feet deep - 
joined by the negative space between 
them - 1500 feet long 
The Vertical Earth Kilometer by 
Walter De Maria
 at Friedrchsplatz Park in Kassel, 
Germany - 1977
 one-kilometer-long solid brass 
round rod ve centimeters (2 inches) 
in diameter
 its full length inserted into the 
ground with its top reaching ush to 
the surface of the earth
 a red sandstone plate, 2 meters 
by 2 meters square surrounds the 
brass rod’s at circular top - position-
ing the circle directly int he square’s 
center
 technical engineer: Dr. Hans 
Jurgen Pickel, Kassel 
perceptive changes
Spiral Jetty - Analysis 
view from slightly elevated shore 
visibility
precedence       Monumental Land Art - earthwork 
               work that integrates physical or conceptual elements of the landscape into the finished piece 
view from earthwork 
view from earthwork 
view from earthwork 
Lightning Field by Water de Maria
 designed in 1977; located in a remote area of the high desert of western New Mexico 
 400 polished stainless steel poles installed in a grid array measuring one mile by one kilometer
 poles are 2 inches in diameter and averaging 20 feet and 7 1/2 inches in heigh
The Broken Kilometer by Walter De Maria
 is a long term display in Soho since 1979 under the Dia Foundation   |    consists of 500 highly polished, round, solid brass rods, each 2 meters and 5 centimeters in diameter
 placed in 5 parallel rows, which 100 rods making up each column
 entire piece is 45 feet wide and 125 feet long 
Roden Crater by James Turrell
 1972 has carved passages, rooms and observatories within an extinct volcano twenty-ve miles northeast of Flagsta, Arizona
 concerned with eects and variations of light 
 wanted to create an atmosphere that can be consciously plumbed with seeing  “see ourselves” | perceptual psychology and optical illusions
Star Axis by Charles Ross
 is in New Mexico desert 1976; is architectonic sculpture, and a naked eye observtory
 approach to building Star Axis involves gathering a variety of star alignments in dierent time scales and building them into sculptural form
 when completed, will be eleven stories high and 1/5 of a mile across
60
program       observatory    |    cenotaph - crematorium 
              
the Yorkshire coast is the 
2nd most popular area in 
the UK for fossil hunting
Jurasic fossils can be 
found there
Reptile remains are 
frequently being found(up 
to 200 million years old)
also very well known for 
its Jurassic plan remains  
ammonites, sea lilies 
CENOTAPH
William Smith (1769 - 1839) 
  - was very significant in the 
geologic time scale in historical 
perspective 
 origin: Nicholas Steno in 
1669 described basic geologic 
principles (sedimentary rocks 
are laid down in a horizontal 
manner; young rock units were 
deposited on top of older rock)
MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE 
 dead people - connection to 
active world through relatives 
  living people - active on earth
VISITING
CREMENTED
20502013 2030
why cenotaph | mausoleum   -    permanence
program       observatory    |    cenotaph - crematorium 
              
crypts - after two rows 
alteration - accessible from 
each side - 2.20 meters wide
occupiable spaces
staircase down - 3 meters below the city level 
niches to store fossils - in 
the same order as William 
Smith had proposed - oldest 
ones on the very bottom - 
passage is 5.50 meters wide
platform that is the same 
level as current 
landscape - allows for 
other people to enter/ 
exit
down
down
down
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TIME  AFTER  THE  BIG  BANG YEARS   BEFORE   THE   PRESENT
10   Sec
-35
the big 
bang
10   Sec-6
universe 
shaped
basic 
elements 
form
3   Sec 10,000 yrs
radiation 
era
matter and 
energy are 
equal
stars and 
galaxies 
form
birth 
of the 
sun
earliest 
life 
forms
 animals 
mammals 
evolve
dinosaurs 
are extinct
homo 
sapiens 
evolve
300,000 yrs 300 million 5 billion 3.8 billion 700 million 200 million 65 million 600,000
why observatory  |  ski lodge     -   permanence
SKI   |  restaurant/ bar
OBSERVATORY
TIME
 
ROTATION   OF 
THE   EARTH 
sundial  pointing 
towards true north - 
after about 25, 000 
years direction will 
change because of 
rotation of earth
foucault’s pendulum
HIKING   |  lodge 
country border   
ITALY   -> 
SWITZERLAND  
DOWN 
DOWN 
AD
Galileo 
builds rst 
telescope
newton
 describes
 gravity 
einstein 
publishes 
relativity
1609 1655 1905
foucault’s pendulum
plato - water 
clock | clepsy-
dra - can always 
tell time - when 
sun doesn’t 
shine -  for 
sundial - erodes 
wall with time.. 
Galileo Galilei  - rst telescope Newton -  laws of motion Kepler + laws of planetary motion 
DOWN 
DOWN 
DOWN 
DOWN 
N
S E
W
N
S E
W
AD YEARS  IN   THE  FUTURE
einstein 
publishes 
relativity hubble 
discovers 
universe
 expansion
big bang 
conrmed
stellar 
era ends
degenerate 
era ends
black 
hole era 
begins
dark era 
begins
1905 1929 1990 100 trillion 10   
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cost  ($/kg) 100101.1.01
.1
1
10
100
1000
10,000
lead
aluminium
metals
cast iron
gold
stainless
steel
magnesium
nickel
titanium
copper
steel
porous
ceramics
ceramics
foam
rubber
wood
materiality    fiberglass reinforced concrete |  site material used for concrete    
           
permanence - materiality    |   2 main building materials  
ber glass reinforced concrete concrete
 because of being a matrix material - is very strong, 
can be very thin plates, and very permanent 
concrete - made with earth material that has been dug out 
from site itself
 not very durable - will erode eventually - part of 
building will change due to surrounding conditions 
“soft concrete” 
hard concrete 
after erosion 
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year 5year 0 year50year 20
landform
diagrams       mappleton 
              
erosion within 
the 
architecture 
form 
circulation
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plans   |      mappleton  
down down
down down
down
down
down
down
down down
down down
scale  1:100  |   level 1
scale  1:100     |   level 0      |     year 2013
down down
SECTION   B
SECTION   A
SECTION   C
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SECTION  A     
YEAR 2070
sections     |     mappleton
SECTION   B     
YEAR 2035
SECTION   C     
YEAR 2015
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circulation
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plans     |     zermatt
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